Here at NASA we are working with Lockheed Martin Skunk Works to build our X-59 aircraft—now you can too! Our education team has put together an X-59 Maker Bundle to allow students of all ages and experience levels to build with us! Try your hand at one or all of these activities, available in both English and Spanish. Feeling creative? Find ways to add to or adapt our activities. Happy building!

**LEVEL 1**

- X-59 Coloring Page

**LEVEL 2**

- X-59 Paper Airplane

**LEVEL 3**

- X-59 3D Paper Desktop Model
- X-59 3D Print Files

**SPANISH**

**NIVEL 1**

- Construyendo tu propio X-59 de papel

**NIVEL 2**

- Construyendo tu propio X-59

**NIVEL 3**

- Modelo de papel en 3D a escala del X-59

www.nasa.gov